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Introduction
In this, the second year of the AS English Language specification, it was clear that candidates
had been well prepared for this unit and knew what to expect. The unit consists of
two sections, Language and Context and Language and Identity. Each section has one
question. Question 1 on Language and Context, required candidates to write an extended
comparative response exploring how contextual factors affect language choices in three
short texts related to museums and exhibitions. Question 2 on Language and Identity, asked
candidates to explore how language is used to reflect and construct identity in a witness
statement submitted by Charlotte Church to a public inquiry into the ethics of the press.
In this unit as a whole, examiners expected candidates to show the ability to:
•

apply analysis across data

•

support this analysis with a range of relevant examples

•

organise the structure of their response and write in an appropriate register and style

•

use and apply linguistic terminology accurately

•

show knowledge of contextual factors and the ability to link this knowledge to the
construction of meaning

•

apply relevant theories, concepts and methods to the data

•

apply critical skills to description, analysis and evaluation of a range of data.

Generally, the responses of candidates to Question 2 were shorter than the average
answers to Question 1 and examiners agreed that candidates seemed more confident when
answering Question 1 than Question 2. Undoubtedly there was a time problem for some
candidates who had not allowed enough time for the second question. It would benefit
candidates to have as much practice as possible in working to time limits and planning
how to tackle the exam in relation to the weighting of marks. Another issue to do with
time is that candidates are advised in both questions to get into the analysis as quickly as
possible. Some candidates lost valuable time by repeating in their introductory paragraphs
information about the texts taken from the exam rubric.
In both questions, the most successful candidates were those who kept the focus firmly on
the use of language. They were able to use their knowledge of levels and frameworks and
linguistic vocabulary to analyse the texts in a productive way. Examiners noted that there
were weaker candidates found this easier to do in question 1 than in question 2 where
the highly personal, at times almost confessional, nature of the content sometimes led
candidates to summarise or adapt a narrative approach or to speculate and comment on
areas outside the field of language study, such as character and moral rectitude.
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Question 1
Examiners reported that this question was responded to appropriately in the vast majority
of cases. Candidates had clearly been well prepared for this task and were able to analyse
and compare contextual factors across a variety of texts. This year they were asked to
comment on three pieces of data related to museums and exhibitions. The texts included
an extract from a museum’s website, an audio-guide aimed at children and an email.
campaigning against the movement of a collection from a local museum. In responding
to this question candidates were assessed according to their ability to fulfil the following
assessment objectives:
•

applying appropriate methods of language analysis, using associated terminology and
coherent written expression

•

analysing and evaluating how contextual factors and language features are associated
with the construction of meaning

•

exploring connections across texts, informed by linguistic concepts and methods

In their feedback on the paper, examiners reported that candidates showed confidence in
understanding the requirements of this question. Last year there were a number
of candidates who failed to address all three texts in their answer and others who failed
to make connections across texts. These oversights were less common this year. The vast
majority made some kind of comment on all three texts and made an attempt to comment
on similarities and differences. Most candidates structured their response around the
bullets given in the question dealing with mode, field, function and audience in turn. This
was a perfectly sensible strategy as long as candidates kept in mind the need to compare
across texts as they went along. Candidates who didn’t do this and instead dealt with
comparisons across texts in a separate section were unable to achieve the higher levels
for AO4. There was a small number of candidates who instead of developing their ideas
logically, using paragraphs and coherent sentences with smooth transitions between
topics, opted instead for a note-like approach, just listing language features without making
connections or relating them to the construction of meaning. This approach made it difficult
to achieve a mark above level 2.
Successful candidates were systematic in applying linguistic analysis to the data in Question
1. They were confident in their use of linguistic concepts and terminology and were able
to make links between linguistic features and the construction of meaning. While most
candidates were able to identify simple language features on various levels such as the use
of interrogatives and imperatives or the use of Latinate polysyllabic lexis, more successful
candidates showed clearly how these features were influenced by the various contextual
features (field, mode, function and audience) and were able to discriminate between subtle
variations in use. The best responses were able to move beyond comments on lexis and
graphology and were able to analyse features of discourse and pragmatics. Also, more
successful candidates were able to develop a sophisticated analysis of connections across
texts by a sustained and integrated focus on similarities and differences.
Less successful candidates were generally able to identify some linguistic features,
usually on the level of graphology and lexis, and begin to relate them to field, mode and
function. However, they often found it hard to move beyond very broad features and an
oversimplified idea of context. For example, when looking at field, weaker candidates
tended to identify the field of all three texts as ‘museums and exhibitions’ without
recognising the range of lexical items drawn from other fields which were present in the
4
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texts, such as terms suggesting myth, magic and mystery in text A, or terms drawn from
political and trade union discourse in Text C. Similarly the most productive discussions
of mode in text B were the ones where candidates went beyond the basic categories of
‘spoken’ or ‘written’.
Candidates are expected to comment on theories, concepts and methods when exploring
comparisons across texts and the majority of students did this. Among the theories referred
to were Speech Act theory, Brown and Levison’s Politeness theory, Giles’ Accommodation
theory and theories related to Language and Power (including especially, the concept of
synthetic personalisation). Successful candidates were able to reference a relevant theory
or concept in the course of their discussion of the data explaining clearly what the theory
or concept was and why it was relevant to that specific piece of data. Weaker candidates
simply referred to theorists without making it clear why the particular theory was relevant
to the data. The weakest candidates showed a limited understanding of theory. Grice, for
example, was often misunderstood and applied indiscriminately. Synthetic personalisation
was sometimes a useful concept, but it is important that candidates understand that every
pronoun used is not ‘synthetic’.
This is an extract from a solid level 5 response to question 1. The response is particularly
strong in the way that it sustains an integrated approach to comparisons across texts.
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Examiner Comments

One of the strengths of this response is that the candidate keeps the need for comparisons
across texts in mind throughout the analysis. For example, when comparing texts A and B,
the majority of candidates recognised that both texts make use of interrogatives and many
identified these as being in some sense ‘rhetorical’. However, weaker candidates tended to
assume that the way interrogatives were being used in the two texts was broadly similar.
Often the function of the interrogatives in both texts was identified as being ‘to engage
the listener’ by arousing their interest. What is impressive about this response is that the
candidate goes beyond that initial analysis and begins to look in details at the way questions
are being used differently in the two texts. (“This technique has been manipulated in a
different way”). The candidate then goes on to link these differences to contextual factors
such as audience and purpose.
Another example of discriminating analysis in this response is the discussion of function
in text B. A large number of candidates identified the primary function of text B as being
‘to inform’. Specifically, to inform children from 5 to 15 about modern art. There is certainly
information in the text; the children are being told things about the painting before them such
as who the figures are and what they are doing. However, to say only that the text is intended
to ‘inform’ doesn’t really do justice to the complexity of the text. This candidate identifies the
function as ‘to educate’ which is at once a more exact description of the function and one
that enables the candidate to explore the text more productively leading to the perceptive
observation that the narrator in the text is “mimicking the internal thoughts of the child”.
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Examiner Tip

Make sure you remember to keep in mind the need
to make comparsons across texts as you answer this
question. Adopt an integrated approach, always looking
for similarities and differences as you analyse the texts.

This is an extract from the work of a candidate who achieved a mark in the middle of
band 4. It is consistent in its focus on language and in showing an integrated approach to
comparisons across the texts.
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Examiner Comments

Like the previous example, this script shows an integrated approach to comparisons across
texts. In the initial paragraph discussing field the candidate identifies similarities and
differences across the texts and recognises that the variation in field in text C is related to
the variation in function. There was an opportunity here to explore some of the contrasting
field specific terms used in text C which isn’t taken up by the candidate. Nevertheless, the
structure of the response is confident and there is evidence of consistent awareness of
contextual factors and language features.
In the second paragraph, when looking at function in texts A and C, the candidate recognises
that while both texts aim to persuade, the texts use different strategies to achieve this
aim and the candidate begins to explore how these different strategies, such as rhetorical
questions, elevated lexis and statistics, might be related to purpose and audience. In this
section, in identifying and commenting on the different kinds of persuasion, the candidate
approaches discriminating analysis. However, this is not sustained throughout the response.

Examiner Tip

Try to avoid easy categorisations of texts that
are too broad and generalised. Few texts are
totally ‘formal’ or ‘informal’, most contain some
features which are formal and some which aren’t.
Similarly, in terms of function, few texts are solely
‘informative’ or ‘persuasive’ and nothing else.
Most texts include items from a range of lexical
fields. Many written texts contain elements
typical of spoken language. Be prepared to tease
out the complexity of the texts in the data.
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The following extract is from a response that achieved a high level 4.
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Examiner Comments

The response shows a systematic approach, looking at all three texts
and comparing them as they go. The analysis is very detailed and the
candidate links specific language features such as elision and deixis to
function, audience and the construction of meaning.
When exploring comparisons across texts, candidates are expected
to comment on theories, concepts and methods when relevant. The
majority of students did do this but weaker candidates tended to ‘bolt on’
a reference to a theory in a way which did not show the relevance of the
theory to the text being discussed. Often the theory was not explained.
This candidate was one who successfully used theory to support analysis
of the data. In this extract Grice’s maxims and Politeness theory are
mentioned in an appropriate way and the following brief extract gives
another example of the successful incorporation of theory.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate talks here about text B in
relation to Giles’ Accommodation theory
in which it is explained that the theory is
about how people decrease social distance.
This is clearly relevant to the point the
candidate is making about how the text is
trying to appeal to its target audience.

Examiner Tip

When referring to linguistic theories
always explain the theory briefly and
say why it is relevant to the text being
examined. It is perfectly alright to have a
critical view of theories and to say if the
data appears to contradict the theory.

The next extract is from a candidate who achieved a mark in level 5.

Examiner Comments

This short extract shows the candidate using an
integrated approach to comparisons across texts
and the same discriminating analysis of the use of
questions in texts A and B that we saw in the first
extract. The candidate supports the analysis of the
interrogatives by referring to Speech Act theory and
the idea that ‘form doesn’t always reflect function’
which makes clear the candidate’s understanding of
the theory and its relevance to this text.
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Question 2
This question required that candidates use their linguistic knowledge to explore the
concepts of identity/presentation of self exemplified in a short extract of data. In responding
to this question, candidates were assessed according to their ability to meet the following
assessment objectives:
•

applying appropriate methods of language analysis, using associated terminology and
coherent written expression

•

demonstrate critical understanding of concepts and issues relevant to language use

•

exploring connections across texts, informed by linguistic concepts and methods

It was often the case that the responses to this question were briefer than the average
length for question ones. As was the case last year, it was clear that some candidates
simply ran out of time and weren’t able to give to question two the amount of time that
the marks indicated was necessary. It is important in this examination that candidates
plan carefully and ensure that they give equal time to both questions. Some candidates
were able to comment with insight on the ways in which Charlotte Church used language
to present herself to the inquiry. They also wrote well about the constraints of the context
and how the public and legal aspects of the situation had an effect on Charlotte Church’s
choice of language. It was evident that some candidates were unsure what the purpose and
providence of a public inquiry might be but nevertheless they recognised the public and
legal aspects of the event and were able to identify ways in which these might have an effect
on word choice.
With Question 2, the most successful candidates were those who kept their focus on
Charlotte Church’s presentation of herself throughout the response (often using key
phrases such as ‘Charlotte presents herself as…’) while showing a consistent awareness of
how the context would be likely to affect her choice of language. The strongest candidates
were able to use their knowledge of linguistic levels and frameworks to explore these areas
with a clear linguistic focus. Various theoretical positions were explored in relation to the
data and when this was done well, it was enlightening. Strong candidates, when making
links to theory, were able to explain the theory and point out its relevance to the text being
studied. When considering concepts and issues, candidates refered to accommodation
theory, gender theory, covert and overt prestige and face/footing.
Examiners agreed that what limited the achievement of weaker candidates was most often
the failure to comment on language levels and frameworks. Instead, weaker candidates
adopted a narrative or summary approach and speculated about non-linguistic matters
such as character or motivation. In this question, it is essential that candidate realise that
examiners will be looking for evidence of knowledge of language concepts and issues and
some familiarity and confidence in using linguistic vocabulary.
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This is an extract from the response of a candidate who achieved a mark in the middle of
level 5.
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Examiner Comments

The first thing to say about this response is that it is firmly focused on the use of language
throughout. The candidate keeps the question of how linguistic choice is linked to presentation
of self in mind throughout the essay.
In the initial paragraph, the candidate considers the circumstances in which the text has been
created and how this may affect the ‘persona coming through the statement’. The candidate
then goes on to briefly discuss field and function. Having established the ‘high formality’ of
the text and the context, the candidate gives a couple of examples to show how this formality
is embodied in sentence structure and links this to presentation of self. The candidate moves
on to consider how noun phrases are used to present different aspects of the persona that
Charlotte Church is seeking to present to the inquiry. The use of modal verbs is commented on
as is use of personal pronouns. Again these are related to the construction of identity.
While clearly able to analyse specific aspects of the text such as word choice and syntax, this
candidate shows that they can also talk about the text as a whole. In the third paragraph, there
is a consideration of discourse in which the candidate identifies a triadic structure which is then
linked to an implicit narrative about change and identity.
After some perceptive comments on lexical choice the response moves on to consider
graphological aspects of the text before in the final addendum returning to the idea of the
contrasting versions of ‘Charlotte Church’ which is one of the key themes of the text as a whole.
In terms of language levels and frameworks, this candidate has offered relevant and
informed discussion of lexical choice (semantics), sentence structure (grammar and syntax),
graphology and discourse structure without losing sight of the need to relate everything to the
presentation of self.

Examiner Tip

Remember that it is essential to focus on the
language in this question and avoid getting
distracted by non-linguistic aspects of the content.
To achieve a high mark, you must display familiarity
with a range of language levels and frameworks and
a knowledge of precise linguistic terminology.
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This is an extract from a much longer script which was awarded a mark at the lower end of
level 5.
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Examiner Comments

This is a thoughtful response that is particularly strong on evaluating contextual factors. At
the start, the consideration of audience leads to speculation about the legal aspects of the
proceedings and the ways in which this might affect the choice of language. The candidate
goes on to an overview of register, commenting that ‘Charlotte Church’s colloquial sense
is at a bare minimum’ and observing that ‘no one speaks in this day and age … in such a
formal manner in a general setting’. The formality is linked to the permanent nature of
the document and its possible future use by ‘authorities’. The candidate then discusses
Charlotte Church’s use of emotive language and links this to presentation of self. The
following paragraph on the question of ‘background’ speculates on the deliberate use
of narrative strategies to create sympathy for the speaker. The comment that Charlotte
Church may have been ‘advised’ by her lawyer to adopt this strategy shows a sophisticated
awareness of the complex social and legal circumstances in which this text was created.
Overall this response shows the candidate interrogating the data in a systematic and
discriminating way while showing an excellent understanding of how the construction of
identity may be influenced by a wide range of contextual factors.

Examiner Tip

It is important to maintain the focus on presentation of self
in this question. Language features must always be related to
the construction of identity. One way to ensure that this focus
is maintained is to use a form of words such as “The writer/
speaker in text D presents themself as ...” and to keep returning
to this formulation or something similar throughout the answer.
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This is an extract from a script which achieved a mark at the lower end of level 4.
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Examiner Comments

The script as a whole meets the criteria for level 3
on all counts. Ideas are structured logically using
the contextual factors as a way of organising the
response. Examples are given to support points made
and linguistic terms are largely used accurately. There
is a clear understanding of language concepts and
issues and the candidate explains language features
and contextual factors and begins to link them to
presentation of self. What lifts this script just out of
level 3 however, is the consistency of the focus on
language and presentation of self throughout.
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Paper summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Develop a flexible linguistic toolkit based on language levels and frameworks which can
be applied to all data. Ensure basic linguistic vocabulary is used accurately.

•

Take care with written expression and try to ensure that the answer as a whole has a
coherent structure with smooth transitions between topics. Avoid feature spotting and
responses in the form of notes which limit the possibility of developing points and
making comparisons.

•

Adopt an integrated method of comparing the three texts in Question 1.

•

Keep a firm focus on identity/presentation of self in Question 2 and support your
response with reference to language features.

•

Plan use of time in the exam to avoid spending too much time on Question 1 and not
enough on Question 2.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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